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Gen. 1:1 to 2:3 Torah Reading (The seven days of creation––Simchat Torah)
Gender-Neutral English version to be sung to the Torah tropes by Len Fellman (trope system by Portnoy & Wolff)

Texts in boldface are chanted to a special melody:“the cantillation of the Creation”. 

The last line of each section may be chanted by the congregation.

Latest version September 27, 2018

1st Day: verses 1-5

1:1 In the beginning created God the heavens and the earth.

2 [Now the earth]was formless and empty, and darkness was on the face of  the depths.

A spirit from God[hovered over] [the face of the waters].

3 And God said , “[Let there be]light.”[And there was light].

4 [Now God saw]––[God did see]––the light, that it was good.

And God divided between the light and the darkness.

5 Then called God  the light “day”, and the darkness God called “night”.

It was evening and it was morning : day number one.

2nd Day: verses 6-8

6 Then said God, “Let there be a firmament in the midst of the waters,

and let it separate between waters and waters.”

7 And thus[made God]the firmament.

It separated between the waters that lay beneath the firmament

from the waters that were above the firmament.[And so it was].

8 [Then God called]––[God gave a name]to the firmament: “heaven”.

It was evening and it was morning : day the second.
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3rd Day: verses 9-13

9 Then said God, “Let there be gathered the waters from beneath the heavens

into one place,[and let there be seen] [the dry land].” [And it was so].

10 [God called]––[God gave a name]to the land: “earth”,

and to the gathering of the waters he called “seas”. [And God saw] [that it was good].

11 Then said God, “[Let be brought forth]from the earth vegetation,

plants[that bring forth]seeds;[also trees] [that produce fruit],

[each yielding]fruit[after its kind],that has its seed inside it , upon the earth.”

[And it was so].

12 Thus brought forth the earth vegetation, plants[putting forth]seeds[after their kind],

and trees[making fruit]whose seed are in it ,[after their kind].

And God saw that it was good. 13 It was evening and it was morning : day the third.

4th Day: verses 14-19

14 [Then said]God, “[Let there be]lights in the dome of the heavens

[to separate] between the day and the night.

[They will be]for signs[and for appointed]times

[to mark the days]and the years.

15[Let them be]for lights in the dome of the heavens, to illuminate the earth.”

[And it was so].
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16 Then created God the two lights––[the great luminaries]:

the light[that was greater]to rule over the day,

and the light that was smaller to rule over the night.[and also]the stars.

17[God placed] [these lights]––[God set them]in the dome of the heavens,

[to give light]upon the earth,

18 and to rule by day and by night,[and to separate]

between the light and the darkness.

And God saw that it was good.

19 It was evening and it was morning : day the fourth.

5th Day: verses 20-23

1:20  And God said , “Let the waters swarm with a swarm of living beings,

and let fowl fly above the earth, across the dome of the heavens!”

21 Then created God the sea-monsters so great, and all the species of living beings

[that crawl about], with which the waters swarmed,

[in all of their kinds], and all fowl with wings,[after their kind].

And God saw[that it was good].

22 God blessed[all of them]––[God did this]and said,

“Bear fruit and be many. And fill the waters in the seas,

and let the fowl be many on earth!”
23 There was evening; there was morning : day number five.
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6th Day: verses 24-31

24 And God said, “Let it it bring forth––the earth––living beings in all their kinds:

cattle[and crawling things];[the beasts of the earth], in all their kinds.” [And it was so].

25 Then made God the beasts of the earth [in all their kinds], and the cattle in all their kinds,

and all crawling things of the earth in all their kinds. And God saw that it was good.

26 Then said God, “Let us[make human beings]in our image, in our likeness.

[Let them be masters] of the fish of the sea, the birds of the heavens, and the animals––

[all creatures of the earth],[and all crawling things] that crawl about on the earth.

27 [Then were created]by God human beings in his image;

in the image of God were created them.  Male and female  God created them.

28 Then were blessed[they––the humans]––by God. And spoke to them Elohim:

“[Bear fruit] [and be many]. Fill the earth and subdue it!

[You be the masters]of the fish of the sea, the birds of the heavens,

[and all the living things] that crawl about on the earth.”

29[And God said], “Behold, I give to you [all of the plants]  that bear seeds[that are found]

on the face of the earth,[and all of the trees] in which there are fruit of trees bearing seeds.

For you it it is given for food.

30 [And for all[of the living things of the earth]: for all the birds of the heavens,

[for all creatures] | that creep and crawl about] [on the earth], in which there is a living soul––

I give green plants for food.” [And it was so].

31 And God saw all that God had made, and behold,[it was very good].

There was evening and there was morning , day number six.
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7th Day: verses 2:1-3

2:1 [Thus were completed] the heavens and the earth ,[with all their array].

2 It was finished by God on day[number seven]––[all the work]that God had made.

[And God ceased]on day[number seven] [from all the work] that God had made.

3 [It then was blessed]by God––this seventh day––and God santified it.

For on it[God rested] [from all of the work] that was made by God in creation.
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Len Fellman’s English readings with tropes

This purpose of this project is to translate THE SONG OF THE TORAH into English.

I work by comparing four or five English translations of a pasuk and creating a
cantillated English sentence that sounds as much as possible like the Hebrew. After thus
translating the verse into my native language, I can chant the Hebrew pasuk and feel that I truly
know it.

My English readings are sung to the same tropes used for the Hebrew. They follow the
Hebrew as closely as possible, word for word and trope by trope.

My ideal listener is the person who knows enough Hebrew and has enough interest to
follow the Hebrew in a bilingual text while the leyner is chanting (either in Hebrew or in
English), and who wants to hear a translation that helps brings the Hebrew text to life, both
verbally and musically. For this reason I often use verbal tricks to make the English word order
match the Hebrew, but only if it makes the English easy to follow. (More specifically, I wish to
make it sound good when chanted, but not necessarily when spoken).

I also want to give the person who knows little or no Hebrew an experience of what the
text chanted to the trope melodies sounds like. For this purpose I use exactly the same tropes in
the English as in the Hebrew (almost always on the corresponding English word).

If one examines the authoritative translations, it becomes clear that there are many
passages in the text of whose meaning the experts are unsure. In those situations I attempt to
choose a reading which scans well with the melody, and which agrees with some (or at least
one) of the authoritative renderings.

 In order to adapt the trope symbols to a left-to-right language like English, I reversed
the direction of the trope symbols:

mercha     tipcha      munach       tevir       mapakh or yetiv    kadma or pashta        geresh

gershayim   telisha katana       telisha gedola

(Generally speaking the conjunctive tropes such as mercha, munach, mapakh, kadma, and telisha katana “lean
toward” the words they “conjoin” to, while the disjunctive tropes such as tipcha, geresh, gershayim, and telisha
gedola “lean away” from the words that follow, so as to create a sense of separation.)

The trope symbol is normally placed under the accented syllable, unless it is
a pre-positive accent (telisha gedola, placed at the beginning of the word) or
a post-positive one (telisha katana or pashta, placed at the end of the word).
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The Hebrew text frequently puts a makkeph (which is like a hyphen) between words in order
to treat them as a single word to be chanted.  I use a different system for English:  If an entire
English phrase is to be chanted to a single trope melody, I place it between grey brackets, as in
this phrase from the Book of Lamentations: [clings to her skirts] The leyner is invited to fit
this phrase to the Eicha “rivi’i” melody in whatever way seems most natural.

As a variant of the “grey bracket” device, I indicate the following pairs of tropes by
“wrapping them around” the phrase which will have the combined melody:

mercha/tipcha      kadma/geresh        mercha siluk
Renew our days  She weeps bitterly .  a fire-offering to God

Again, the leyner should find the most natural way to fit the phrase to the combined trope
melody.

A special trope combination is “metigah-zakef”, which can be recognized by a kadma and a zakef katon
appearing on the same Hebrew word (again, a makkeph makes two words into one).  I indicate this by placing
the corresponding English word or phrase in grey brackets:

[Take heed––take care for yourself]

In some trope systems (such as Moshe Haschel in “Navigating the Bible II”) this is given a very distinctive
melody—for which purpose I sometimes add extra syllables to fill out the musical phrase (as in “take care” in
this example).  Haschel’s system also treats the trope munach as legarmeh more often than other systems do.
For this and some other situations I often add an extra word or two to fill out the melodic phrase. Because a
phrase may have different lengths in different systems, I put these optional words in gray, so the leyner can
adjust the chant to fit the musical phrase nicely.
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